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Pricing Myths 

Quiz 



>250 pricing & portfolio studies 

in the past 5 years

35

countries

Millions of

shopping 

trips

Thousands of 

products

45

categories
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/Spotify.svg
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Pricing beliefs: True or False?

1 2 3

4 5



www.kahoot.it

Enter pin: *364140*

Enter your nickname

You have 10 seconds to answer 

the question.

You get points for the right answer 

and for being fast !!

There is a small prize for the winner ☺
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Example question

Are you attending this session

of your own free will ?

No, I’m not  Yes, of course!
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Pricing belief 1

A SKU has one price elasticity

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE TRUE
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Pricing belief 1

TRUE OR FALSE?

A SKU has one price elasticity

FALSE
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‘Willingness to pay’

Check expected 

psychological 

price barriers

Check price points of 

competitors & other 

products in your portfolio
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‘Willingness to pay’
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Dynamic pricing

Considerations ONLINE

Transparency about 

prices

Understand reaction 

to range of prices
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Pricing belief 2

Consumers are generally more sensitive to 

price changes than to size changes

TRUE OR FALSE?
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Behind the myth

Consumers notice size changes less 

than price changes

vs
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Pricing belief 2

Consumers are generally more sensitive to 

price changes than to size changes

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE TRUE
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Pricing belief 2

TRUE OR FALSE?

Consumers are generally more sensitive to 

price changes than to size changes

TRUE
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It is easier to 

change prices 

than sizes

Introducing smaller 

sizes poses risk of 

decreasing 

consumption volume

Smaller sizes create 

more switching 

opportunities, due to 

higher purchase 

frequency

Considerations
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Shopping behavior 

online is different –

price has a different role 

in this process

Different product 

characteristics need to be 

clearly communicated to 

consumer, not only the price 

Considerations ONLINE

A
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 1

X
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Pricing belief 3

Products of lower tiers are more price 

elastic than products of higher tiers

TRUE OR FALSE?
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Behind the myth

Purchasers of lower tier brands are driven by 

price, and thus more price sensitive 

Therefore, increasing price of lower tier brands will 

result in a bigger volume loss than increasing price of 

higher tier brands 
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Pricing belief 3

Products of lower tiers are more price 

elastic than products of higher tiers

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE TRUE
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Pricing belief 3

Products of lower tiers are more price 

elastic than products of higher tiers

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE
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Private labels are 

often the least 

price sensitive

Medium tier 

brands are usually 

most price elastic
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Considerations

More switching 

possibilities within 

medium tier, driving 

higher price elasticity 

High-end consumers 

are more brand-loyal 

and are less focused 

on prices, therefore 

less price sensitive 

Low-end consumers 

have fewer cheap 

options to switch to 

when up pricing
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Consideration ONLINE

In an online environment the scope of competition increases. 

More choice is likely to increase price sensitivity

>2000 results
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Ability to 

compare prices 

based on 

search criteria
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Pricing belief 4

Consumers are more price sensitive to 

price increases on large formats

TRUE OR FALSE?
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Behind the myth

Large formats have higher prices, and price 

increases are more easily noticed

Increase: 20%

In absolute terms: + €0.10

Increase: 20%

In absolute terms: + €2.20
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Pricing belief 4

Consumers are more price sensitive to 

price increases on large formats

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE TRUE
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Pricing belief 4

Consumers are more price sensitive to 

price increases on large formats

TRUE OR FALSE?

TRUE
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Large SKUs are 

more price 

elastic than small 

SKUs
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Recommendations

For larger SKUs a similar % increase 

leads to higher absolute price change 

which is more noticeable

When buying in bulk, most consumers 

expect a price discount and to pay a 

lower price / ml or / gram 
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Consideration ONLINE

Online shopping is about convenience shopping

vs.
delivery



Pricing belief 2
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Pricing belief 8

Pricing belief 5

Women are generally more price sensitive 

than men when grocery shopping

TRUE OR FALSE?
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Women are often in charge of household budget,

and hence more price sensitive

Men shop mostly for products they are personally

involved with, hence are less price sensitive

Behind the myth



Pricing belief 2
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Pricing belief 8

Pricing belief 5

Women are generally more price sensitive 

than men when grocery shopping

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE TRUE



Pricing belief 2
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Pricing belief 8

Pricing belief 5

Women are generally more price sensitive 

than men when grocery shopping

TRUE OR FALSE?

FALSE
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Looking at 

grocery 

shopping, there 

is no significant 

difference in 

price sensitivity 

between men 

and women
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Recommendation

Are you going to charge different shelf prices to

different target groups?

If not, it is not worth spending your budget

to dig into these details
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Consideration ONLINE

Digital allows for more 

accurate targeting, 

differentiating by 

willingness to pay. 

€


